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Introduction
Maori assert a range of relationships with and interests in freshwater resources in
New Zealand, which may be recognised under the common law as customary
rights. This dissertation begins with an exploration of possible uses or interests in
running water, and examines Maori interests in closer detail. Cases such as Ngati
Apa v Attorney General [2003] 3 NZLR 643 establish that it is the indigenous
conception that must be at the forefront in determining the rights to be recognised
under the common law. The Court emphasised the necessity of taking Maori
conceptions of ownership and rights to natural resources as the starting point in
cases concerning aboriginal title.
It is then necessary to consider whether or to what extent these interests may have
been extinguished. While customary rights are vulnerable to statutory
extinguishment, the Court of Appeal has adopted a particular approach to
interpreting such legislation, which must be sufficiently “clear and plain” in order
for the Court to hold that the rights have been extinguished. The effect of a
number of statutory provisions and regimes on customary rights will be considered
on this basis. It may be that many of the interests and relationships Maori assert in
freshwater have in fact been extinguished by legislation which meets the test in
Ngati Apa. However, it is unlikely that the full range of interests have been so
disposed. Others may have been translated on to a statutory foundation. The
Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), in particular, as well as various Treaty
settlements will be considered in this context. Finally, how any rights or interests
that have not been extinguished or incorporated into legislation may be recognised
will be examined, having regard to the possible avenues Maori may have for
redress.
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CHAPTER ONE: Ownership and Control of Running
Water
Ownership of running water
The ownership of running water at common law
If one follows English common law principles, the general position regarding
ownership of freshwater in NZ is that there is no owner of running water until it is
abstracted. According to Wheen, “At common law, water itself (as compared to the
land beneath it) was not the subject of property or capable of being granted to
anybody.”1 This proposition has not been altered by statute. Parliament has,
however, conferred the authority to regulate the resource and to allocate uses on
certain bodies through various legislative enactments, principally the Water and
Soil Conservation Act 1967 (the Water Act) and the RMA, although neither Act
dealt explicitly with ownership.
The current (statutory) position
While under the common law there were rights to use water, based on riparian
ownership, such rights have generally been extinguished by the Water Act and/or
the RMA. Section 14 of the RMA requires a resource consent to be obtained in
order to take, use, dam or divert water, although there are some situations whereby
water can be taken as of right. A permit can be granted for a maximum period of 35
years after which the consent holder must apply for renewal. The authority to
grant such consents is conferred by statute on regional councils under the RMA.2
Despite these two rules concerning ownership and allocation of use of the resource,
there is still the possibility that customary interests of Maori may be recognised
under the common law of NZ. These interests would have to be based on past uses
or connections. This section will therefore examine the range of uses that can be
made of a river, and, in turn, the range of interests and relationships Maori assert to
the resource.

1

N. Wheen, (1995), The Resource Management Act and Water in New Zealand: Impact and
Implications, (a thesis submitted for the degree of Master of Laws at the University of Otago,
Dunedin), p13.
2
See further Chapter Two: Extinguishment. The functions of regional councils are set out in the
Resource Management Act 1991, section 30(1).
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Possible uses of a river
This section will examine the range of possible uses of or connections with a river.
These functions can be divided up and separately regulated or separately allocated
to different parties, as ownership interests or use rights and the like. Some may
remain with Maori, as the original, indigenous users or owners of the resource,
while some may have been conferred by law on others.
Sustenance/harvesting
Rivers may be “sources of water, food and other resources such as hangi stones and
pounamu.”3 NZ’s rivers and lakes are also important for recreational fishing and
commercial operations such as salmon farming, eeling and whitebaiting.
Navigation/transport
Rivers used to form “part of traditional travel routes and trading networks.”4 The
Waitaki catchment, for example, was “… a means of travel by reed raft (mokihi).”5
In NZ, the use of waterways as transport is now largely confined to history,
although jet boating and white water rafting are popular activities.
Spiritual and ancestral connections
Rivers may carry spiritual and ancestral connections, particularly for the
indigenous users of the resource,6 although others may also assert such interests.

3

Office of Treaty Settlements, (2002), Ka Tika a Muri, Ka Tika a Mua, Healing the Past, Building a
Future, Wellington, p110.
The practice of mahinga kai, for example, is central to Maori culture and tradition.
Mahinga kai is “a seasonal food and resource-gathering activity requiring intimate knowledge of the
catchment, seasons and methods of procurement” (Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Board,
(2005), Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Regional Plan
Available:
http://www.ecan.govt.nz/Plans+and+Reports/Water/Waitaki+Catchment+Water+Allocation+
Regional+Plan.htm
Accessed: 14/05/06).
4
Supra, n. 3, at 110.
5
Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Board, (2005), Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Regional
Plan
Available:
http://www.ecan.govt.nz/Plans+and+Reports/Water/Waitaki+Catchment+Water+Allocation+
Regional+Plan.htm
Accessed: 14/05/06.
6
For example, the Office of Treaty Settlements states that, to Maori, “rivers and lakes can be or
represent any or all of the following:
- the embodiment of or creation of ancestors
- a key aspect of tribal and personal identity
- the location of wahi tapu
- boundary markers and part of traditional tribal defences, and
- possessors of mauri, the life force or essence that binds the physical and spiritual
elements of all things together.”
(See Office of Treaty Settlements, (2002), Ka Tika a Muri, Ka Tika a Mua, Healing the Past,
Building a Future, Wellington, p110).
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Recreation
There is uninhibited public access to many of NZ’s rivers and lakes for recreational
uses such as fishing, swimming and boating.7 Also, as outlined by the Ministry for
the Environment’s Water Programme of Action, “[l]akes, rivers and wetlands may
be preserved for conservation values (or in national parks).”8 There may be further
restrictions regarding waterways which are managed under the Conservation estate.
Harnessing for energy
Hydro-electricity generation is another purpose for which water is highly valued in
NZ. The Water-power Act of 1903 first reserved to the Crown the sole rights to
generate electricity by waterpower.9 Later, under the Public Works Amendment
Act 1908, the Crown allowed private enterprise to construct hydro schemes,
subject to it issuing a generation consent.10 The rights to use water and generate
power were eventually separated by the passing of the Water and Soil Conservation
Act 1967, which effectively meant that two consents were required for hydroschemes, one from the Water and Soil Conservation Authority, and one from the
Minister of Electricity.11 However, the Authority’s power to grant consents is now
exercised by regional councils under the RMA, who have management
responsibilities under section 30(1)(e).12 A land use consent is also required in order
to build a dam on a river bed.13
Irrigation
Resource consent is required in order to abstract water for irrigation for
agricultural or horticultural uses. Pastoral farming also requires stock drinking
water, but this use is provided for as of right by section 14 of the RMA, a water
permit thus not being necessary.
Commercial and industrial usages

7

Commercial operators require a resource consent or water permit under the RMA to carry out
activities. Uses of the surface of rivers and lakes are controlled by territorial authorities rather than
regional authorities, who in the main exercise responsibility for water management. (See the
Resource Management Act 1991, section 31).
8
Ministry for the Environment, (2004), Water Programme of Action: Water Allocation and Use, MfE,
Wellington, p4.
9
See the Water-power Act 1903, section 2.
10
Waitangi Tribunal, (1998) Te Ika Whenua Rivers Report (Wai 22), GP Publications, Wellington,
p44
11
Ibid., 46-47.
12
Regarding “the control of the taking, use, damming, and diversion of water, and the control of the
quantity, level, and flow of water in any water body, including, the setting of any maximum or
minimum levels of flows of water and the control of the range, or rate of change, of levels or flows
of water.”
13
See the Resource Management Act 1991, section 13(1), which places restrictions on the use of the
beds of lakes and rivers. No person may “use, erect, reconstruct, place, alter, extend, remove, or
demolish any structure or part of any structure in, on, under, or over the bed” of any lake or river
except as expressly allowed under a rule in a plan, or by a resource consent.

4

Discharge permits are the type of consent required in order to discharge waste or
water onto land or into waterways.14 Industrial uses often require abstraction of
water, for which a water permit from a regional council is needed also.
Therefore, there are many ways to divide up the interests in a river. Some uses are
in the public domain; others require a statutory consent. Maori also have
customary connections to rivers in NZ. Thus, it is necessary to consider to what
extent the common law can recognise these customary interests.

14

Resource Management Act 1991, section 15.
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Customary title
Boast defines customary title as the “rule that rights of use and occupancy in lands
and waters formerly exercised by native peoples continue as a recognised legal
interest after conquest, discovery or cession until such time as the rights are
extinguished by the colonising power. The aboriginal title is a burden on the
Crown’s primary title.”15 This legal recognition is afforded “…through the simple
fact that the indigenous peoples were already there, living in communities
according to their own laws and customs.16 The doctrine of aboriginal title is now
well established in NZ. In Te Runanganui o Te Ika Whenua Inc Society v AttorneyGeneral [1994] 2 NZLR 20 Cooke P described it as “a compendious expression to
cover the rights over land and water enjoyed by the indigenous or established
inhabitants of a country up to the time of its colonisation...” 17
Historical recognition of Maori customary rights in NZ
Customary title is “enforceable in the ordinary courts and enforceability is not
dependent on legislative recognition,”18 unlike the Treaty of Waitangi. However,
there have been two conflicting lines of authority on customary rights in NZ.
Chapman J held in R v Symonds (1847) NZPCC 387 that:
“It cannot be too solemnly asserted that [native property over land] is
entitled to be respected, that it cannot be extinguished (at least in times
of peace) otherwise than by the consent of the Native occupiers.”19
But the later decision in Wi Parata v Bishop of Wellington and Attorney General
(1877) 3 NZ Jur (NS) 72 became the basis for much of the Crown’s future
legislative and administrative dealings with Maori. Wi Parata held that the common
law rule that native customary property survived the acquisition of sovereignty had
no application to the circumstances in NZ. According to Prendergast J, Maori had
insufficient social organisation upon which to found custom recognisable by the
new legal order.20 Thus, any Maori rights could only be derived from statute. Maori
had no pre-existing customary rights.21 However, the Privy Council provided some
sort of bulwark against the attitudes of the colonial courts during this period.

15

R. Boast, Treaty rights or aboriginal rights [1990] NZLJ 32.
R. Maihi, (2003), The foreshore and seabed: Maori customary rights and some legal issues, NZ
Parliamentary Library, Wellington, p3.
17
Te Runanganui o Te Ika Whenua Inc Society v Attorney-General [1994] 2 NZLR 20, at 21.
18
Supra, n. 22, at 32.
19
R (On the Prosecution of C H McIntosh) v Symonds (1847) NZPCC 387.
20
Wi Parata v Bishop of Wellington and Attorney General (1877) 3 NZ Jur (NS) 72.
21
As described by Kahn, “The Court in Wi Parata theorised that countries with multiple tribal
chiefs and no unified governmental body could not possess any supreme sovereign power, preexisting natural resource rights, or authority to negotiate a treaty, although these concepts had
already been rejected in English courts prior to the signing of the 1840 Treaty of Waitangi.” (See
Benjamin Kahn, The Legal Framework Surrounding Maori Claims to Water Resources in New Zealand:
In Contrast to the American Indian Experience, (1999) 39 Stan J Int L 49, p104.)
16
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Nireaha Tamiki v Baker (1901) NZPCC 371 held that it was “rather late in the day
for such an argument to be addressed to a New Zealand Court.”22
Maori customary rights were eventually ‘re-recognised’, initially in the context of
customary fishing rights in Te Weehi v Regional Fisheries Officer [1986] 1 NZLR
680. According to Kahn, “…the decision is notable as a renewed recognition that
natural resource rights secured by common law aboriginal title and ratified by the
Treaty of Waitangi are indeed enforceable unless subsequent laws alter those
rights.”23
The content of customary rights
As stated by Boast, “what might be called the content of Native title… in terms of
the precise kinds of rights to be protected, the descent groups who can lay claim to
such rights, the rules relating to succession… and so on can only be governed by
indigenous customary law.”24 Therefore, the content of any native title is to be
derived from an investigation of the traditional customs and conceptions of the
indigenous people in question.25
The sui generis nature of customary rights
As stated by the Waitangi Tribunal in its Whanganui River Report, “custom is to
be seen in its own terms.”26 The Tribunal also accepted that past judicial
determinations of Maori interests [in rivers] were erroneous because they relied on
the division of waterways into water, bed and banks: “The decisions had fitted
Maori interests into categories that were relevant to English law so that Maori
interests had not been assessed in terms of Maori concepts.”27 The need to avoid
equating customary rights with English concepts has been emphasised in a number
of cases, the most well known being Amodu Tijani v The Secretary, Southern Nigeria
[1921] 2 AC 399. There the Privy Council stated:
“There is a tendency, operating at times unconsciously, to render that
title [to native land] conceptually in terms which are appropriate only
to systems which have grown up under English law. But this tendency
has to be held in check closely…”28

22

Nireaha Tamiki v Baker (1901) NZPCC 371, at 382.
B. Kahn, The Legal Framework Surrounding Maori Claims to Water Resources in New Zealand: In
Contrast to the American Indian Experience, (1999) 39 Stan J Int L 49, p160.
24
Boast et al, (1999) Maori Land Law, Butterworths, Wellington, p3.
25
In Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CRL 1, 48, at 58 Brennan J stated it thus: “Native title has
its origin and is given its content by the traditional laws acknowledged by and the traditional
customs observed by the indigenous inhabitants of a territory. The nature and incidents of native
title must be ascertained as a matter of fact by reference to those laws and customs.”
26
Waitangi Tribunal, (1999), Whanganui River Report (Wai 167), GP Publications, Wellington p25.
27
Ibid., at 23.
28
Amodu Tijani v The Secretary, Southern Nigeria [1921] 2 AC 399, at 403.
23
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This proposition was affirmed in Ngati Apa, where Elias CJ held: “The proper
starting point is not with assumptions about the nature of property… but with the
facts as to native property.”29
The danger in attempting to treat aboriginal rights as analogous to western
property conceptions is twofold. On the one hand, “it may be dismissive of
customary interests which are less than recognisable English legal estates.”30 In Re
Lundon and Whitaker Claims Act 1871 (1871) 2 NZCA 41 the Court held that
“whatever the extent of that right by established native custom appears to be, the
Crown is bound to respect it.” Thus, as stated by McHugh, “there may well be a
range of common law aboriginal rights relating to land which Courts will recognise
notwithstanding their non-conformity with conventional property rights.”31
Conversely, there is a valid concern that a euro-centric approach “may cause lesser
customary interests to be inflated to conform to familiar legal estates.”32
A spectrum of rights
It has been asserted that aboriginal rights cannot amount to exclusive ownership
but only a lesser form of use right.33 However, aboriginal title jurisprudence has
affirmed that customary rights may include not only usufructuary rights but also
ownership. According to Cooke P, in Te Ika Whenua:
“At one extreme they may be treated as approaching the full rights of
proprietorship of an estate in fee recognised at common law… At the
other extreme they may be treated as at best a mere permissive and
apparently arbitrarily revocable occupancy...”34
Fiduciary obligations of the Crown
The Crown may also have a fiduciary obligation to preserve Maori customary
rights. The existence of such a duty is well established in Canadian jurisprudence,
but has also gained support in NZ. As described by McHugh:
“In the New Zealand Maori Council case (1987)… the Court held that…
the relationship between the Crown and tribes created responsibilities
analogous to fiduciary duties… The Court located the fiduciary duty
squarely in the ‘principles of the Treaty of Waitangi’ [whereas] the
North American courts have seen treaties and legislation not as the
legal source so much as a declaration of the preexisting duty. By the
North American approach, the Crown would owe a fiduciary duty to
the tribes irrespective of the Treaty. This must also be the case in New
Zealand; however, the Treaty gives the aboriginal fiduciary duty added

29

See Ngati Apa v Attorney General [2003] 3 NZLR 643 at 661 (per Elias CJ).
Supra, n. 16, at 5.
31
P. McHugh, Proving Aboriginal Title, [2001] NZLJ 303.
32
Supra, n. 16, at 5.
33
Which may or may not be territorial in nature.
34
Supra, n. 17, at 21.
30
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potency, for it is an explicit and formal assumption of responsibility
that is often lacking in the North American treaties.”35
In Te Ika Whenua the Court appeared to leave open the possibility of claim based
on a customary interest in the flow of the rivers, or breach of fiduciary duty by the
Crown. As stated by Cooke P, the removal of such a right “by less than fair
conduct or on less than fair terms would be likely to be a breach of the fiduciary
duty widely and increasingly recognised as falling on the colonising power…”36
Wheen writes:
“Maori customary title may today support a Waitangi Tribunal claim
to control or participate in the management of water bodies. Although
there is a prospect that it could support action in the ordinary courts…
even if the argument that Maori customary title has itself survived
should fail, it could still be argued that in extinguishing the Maori
rights, the Crown breached its fiduciary duties...”37
Thus, even if customary interests have been extinguished, it may remain open to
Maori to bring a claim based on breach of the Crown’s fiduciary duty to preserve
these rights and interests.
Given that customary rights may be recognised in NZ Courts, it is therefore
necessary to consider Maori customs and traditional interests in water resources in
order to understand the potential extent of any interests that may still remain. As
stated by the Waitangi Tribunal, “[t]o consider whether the Crown extinguished
Maori interests in the river, we have first to ask what those interests were.”38 This
exploration must keep in mind the warning in Amodu Tijani against attempting to
categorise these interests in terms of western property conceptions. It must also be
recognised that such interests may occupy a full spectrum, ranging from use rights
to exclusive ownership.

35

P. McHugh, (1991), The Maori Magna Carta: New Zealand Law and the Treaty of Waitangi, Oxford
University Press, Auckland, p247 – 249.
36
Supra, n. 17, at 24 (per Cooke P).
Also at 26: “…the assumption of control over the rivers implicit in the construction of the dams is
more fundamental. If control has been assumed without consent there may well have been breaches
of the Treaty of Waitangi, as the Crown acknowledges… The Maori remedy lies in the Waitangi
Tribunal claim, or conceivably in Court action based for instance on Maori customary title or
fiduciary duty…”
37
N. Wheen, A Natural Flow: A History of Water Law in New Zealand (1997) 9 Otago LR 71, at 7778.
Also see the Canadian cases R v Sparrow [1990] a WWR 410 (SC) and Guerin v R [1984] 2 SCR 335;
55 NR 161; 13 DLR (4th) 321.
38
Supra, n. 26, at 15.
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The interests and relationships Maori assert to freshwater:
Property, Authority & Metaphysical Claims
Maori assert their relationship to freshwater at a number of different levels, which
are all linked by an underlying spiritual philosophy.
PROPERTY
Rivers as taonga
The Waitangi Tribunal has recognised that rivers are a “taonga essential to the
identity, culture, and spiritual well-being of the people.”39 Maori were guaranteed
the possession and tino rangatiratanga of their taonga by Article II of the Treaty of
Waitangi, which may therefore be seen as declaratory of aboriginal title.40 In one
sense, “taonga” is a resource owned or treasured by Maori. With regards to the
Whanganui River, the Tribunal were of the view that Maori may ‘own’ water in
the river by virtue of the fact that they were recognised as the possessors of the
river as a whole: “Maori ‘rights’ in either land or waterways can be seen to be based
on usage and possession, from which, according to the law as settled in the Native
Land Court, ownership derives.”41 Thus, White writes, “ownership…seemed to
flow from the right to use the resource. This is in contrast to the European model
of ownership where use rights derive from the ownership of the resource…”42
Rivers as holistic, indivisible entities
Maori holism regarding natural resources underpinned the Tribunal’s conclusion
that Te Atihaunui ‘owned’ the water in the Whanganui River.43 They were of the
view that “it was inconsistent with Maori river interests, according to their
philosophy, that those interests might be determined according to…the severance
of water, banks and bed.”44 The Maori conception of ownership sees a river “… as
an indivisible whole, not something to be divided up and analysed by the
constituent parts…”45 The Tribunal reasoned:

39

Supra, n. 26, at 25.
See Te Runanganui o Te Ika Whenua Inc Society v Attorney-General [1994] 2 NZLR 20, at 21 where
Cooke P stated: “The Treaty of Waitangi 1840 guaranteed to Maori, subject to British kawanatanga
or government, their tino rangatiratanga and their taonga. In doing so the treaty must have intended
effectively to preserve for Maori their customary title.”
41
Supra, n. 26, at 49.
42
B. White, (1998), Inland Waterways: Lakes, Waitangi Tribunal, Wellington, p251. He further
writes: “But…one must be wary of trying to reduce Maori customary rights to accord to western
conceptions of ownership.” As stated by the Waitangi Tribunal, “‘land ownership’ is not a universal
law but a particular construct of some cultures.” (See Waitangi Tribunal, (1999), Whanganui River
Report (Wai 167), GP Publications, Wellington, p49).
43
And that Te Ika Whenua had a proprietary interest in their rivers, described as “the right of full or
unrestricted use and control of the waters thereof – while they were in their rohe.” (Waitangi
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“Without ownership of the water within a river, ownership of that
river is meaningless… If the river is regarded as a whole, as we think it
must be in terms of Maori possessory concepts, the water is an integral
part of the river that was possessed, and was possessed as well. Though
its molecules may pass by, as a water regime it remains.” 46
This view also underlies the Maori approach to resource management, as illustrated
by Ngai Tahu’s Freshwater Policy: “[As] water is a holistic resource, the
complexity and interdependency of different parts of the hydrological system
should be considered when developing policy and managing the water resource.”47
This is in contrast to the approach of the NZ legislature in regulating water use,
whereby various different uses or interests in water may be both separately
regulated and separately allocated. Such a particularistic, compartmentalised
approach is also reflected to some degree in the existence of various different bodies
controlling water use.48
AUTHORITY
Rangatiratanga
Rangatiratanga is generally interpreted to include the power to control and manage
resources in accordance with Maori customary practices. As described by the
Waitangi Tribunal, “rangatiratanga denotes mana, not only to possess what one
owns, but to manage and control it in accordance with the preference of the
owner.”49 Thus to Maori, ownership and authority go hand in hand. According to
Stephenson, “[r]angatiratanga incorporates [both] concepts…As such, it does not fit
easily with the contemporary legal structure which makes a distinction between
‘ownership’ – that is, the right to use, trade and benefit from the use of the
resource, and ‘resource management’, which incorporates concepts of controlling
the use of the resource.”50
Kaitiakitanga
Kaitiakitanga may be considered as the practical expression of rangatiratanga. It
therefore involves the exercise of customary authority over the way a resource is
used, managed and protected. As described by the Waitaki Catchment Water
Allocation Regional Plan, “[k]aitiakitanga, a function of manawhenua, involves the
observance of kawa and tikanga, traditional rules applied to protect the mauri from
harm by human actions.”51 To the extent that kaitiakitanga is inextricably linked to
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rangatiratanga52 and thus Maori conceptions of resource ownership, it is one aspect
of the relationship between Maori and their taonga that may be both preserved as
an element of customary title and entitled to active protection under the Treaty of
Waitangi. While the central concept is more one of obligation than authority, it
still “entails an active exercise of power in a manner beneficial to the resource.”53
METAPHYSICAL CONCEPTS
Rivers as living “beings”
There is a large overlap between the metaphysical or spiritual beliefs of Maori
regarding water, and the concepts of rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga. The content
of these values is derived from the Maori world-view, which sees taonga such as
rivers as imbued with a spiritual essence, or mauri. As Durie writes, “[d]istinctions
between inanimate and animate objects are therefore blurred, because each is
afforded a spiritual existence which complements the physical state. Nothing is
lifeless.”54 According to the Waitangi Tribunal, “the river is seen as a living entity
with its own personality and life-force…”55 by Maori.
Maori spiritual relationships with water
While iwi may differ in their expression of spiritual relationships with water, as
stated by the Waitangi Tribunal, “there is among all tribes a continuing and all
embracing theme of acknowledging traditional holistic concepts of water in both
physical and spiritual, tangible and intangible senses.”56 The Waikato River, for
example, “has long been used for healing illnesses, the cleansing of the dead, the
baptism of new-borns, spiritual cleansing and preparing those who had important
tasks to perform or journeys to undertake.”57 Such traditions have retained
contemporary relevance. Freshwater is integral to Maori cultural and personal
identity and wellbeing – “rivers and lakes carry ancestral connections, identity and
wairua for whanau, hapu and iwi.”58 Preservation of the metaphysical attributes of
the river is not only important for the integrity of these spiritual practices,
however. Tangata whenua, as kaitaiki, have a reciprocal obligation to protect
taonga, including rivers, now and for future generations.
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The Water Act made no provision for these metaphysical or spiritual relationships.
However, in Huakina Development Trust v Waikato Valley Authority [1987] 2
NZLR 188, Chilwell J applied Public Trustee v Loasby (1908) 27 NZLR 801 to find
that “customs and practices which include a spiritual element are cognisable in a
Court of law provided they are properly established, usually by evidence.” He held
that “Maori spiritual and cultural values could not be excluded from consideration
if the evidence established the existence of spiritual, cultural, and traditional
relationships to natural water held by a particular and significant group of Maori
people.”59 Under the RMA, these interests are given some protection by section
6(e).60
It is clear therefore that English and Maori customs regarding ownership of
running water are markedly different. The above discussion has illustrated the
range of traditional concepts Maori use to describe their relationship with rivers. In
terms of the common law, the various interests and relationships that are asserted
can be brought under the headings of property and authority. Both the power of
rivers, particularly in metaphysical or spiritual terms, and duties towards them are
recognised. However, the status of our law currently is that many of these interests
are not fully recognised or incorporated, or may in fact have been extinguished. If
the NZ legal system was really to start from the proposition that customary rights
of Maori are to be recognised on their own terms, all these notions would have to
be recognised freely.
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LexisNexis, (2002), The Laws of New Zealand, [81] “The Treaty of Waitangi as an aid to statutory
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CHAPTER TWO: To what extent have Maori customary
interests in running water been extinguished?
Statutory extinguishment
The common law position that there is no owner of running water until abstracted
has not been explicitly modified by statute. According to a Ministry for the
Environment working paper, “[u]nder the Water Act 1967 there is still no right to
own water – except confined water. What the Act addresses is the right to use
water.”61 The same can be said of the RMA. Thus, there has been no express
statutory extinguishment of Maori customary rights to freshwater, in the sense of
ownership being vested in the Crown (or elsewhere). However, such enactments,
dealing with the management and control of fresh water, still have the potential to
have an extinguishing or expropriating effect on customary interests.
The Court in Ngati Apa adopted a very specific approach to statutory
interpretation in the context of considering whether or not a statute has the effect
of extinguishing aboriginal rights. As stated by Keith and Anderson JJ, “…the onus
of proving extinguishment lies on the Crown and the necessary purpose must be
clear and plain.”62 This approach is not new, however. NZ Courts have affirmed
the principle that extinguishment of customary rights cannot occur ‘by a side
wind’ in a number of cases. In Te Weehi for example, Williamson J adopted the
Baker Lake “test” for extinguishment from Canadian jurisprudence,63 holding that
“customary rights of native… peoples may not be extinguished except by way of
specific legislation that clearly and plainly takes away the right.”64
Thus it is necessary to consider whether NZ legislation such as RMA and its
legislative precursors has achieved the extinguishment of Maori customary interests
in water (and if so, to what extent) in such clear and plain terms.
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Ministry for the Environment, (1988) Resource Management Law Reform Analysis of Existing
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THE COAL MINES AMENDMENT ACT 1903
Only the beds of navigable rivers were statutorily vested in the Crown by this
enactment, and in any case, according to the Court of Appeal in Te Ika Whenua,
“the Coal-mines Amendment Act 1903 and succeeding legislation might not be
sufficiently explicit to override or dispose of the concept of a river as taonga,
meaning a whole and indivisible entity, not separated into bed, banks and waters.”65
It is therefore arguable that the entirety of customary rights to the beds of
navigable rivers have not, in fact, been validly extinguished, in accordance with the
test in Ngati Apa. Such a conclusion would also accord with the admonition given
in that case, whereby the indigenous property conception is taken to be the starting
point in what may be recognised under the common law.
However, as Boast points out:
“The Court of Appeal has taken different views over the legal effects
of the 1903 legislation as to whether it extinguishes native title and
vests title in dominium in the Crown….In Ngati Apa Keith and
Anderson JJ were very clear that section 14 did extinguish Maori
customary title to riverbeds, contrasting this provision with the
language used in the Territorial Sea Acts of 1965 and 1977. To them
the key phrase was ‘absolute property’ of the Crown’…With respect,
however, the view of Cooke P is to be preferred. Section 14 does not
actually state that the Crown has ‘absolute property’ of river beds.
Rather the provision states that the beds of navigable rivers are
‘vested’ in the Crown and that minerals ‘within’ the bed are the
absolute property of the Crown.”66
Thus Boast concludes that “...the legislation is insufficiently ‘clear and plain’ to
extinguish a customary title to the beds as such and… the Crown’s title remains
burdened by Maori title.”67
THE WATER AND SOIL CONSERVATION ACT 1967
In 1967, the rights of the Crown in relation to freshwater were extended by the
Water and Soil Conservation Act. The Act did not specifically or explicitly vest
ownership of running water in the Crown68 but did appropriate to it “… the sole
right to dam any river or stream, or to divert or take natural water, or discharge
natural water or waste into any natural water, …or to use natural water”, by section
21(1). In order to establish whether the effect of this vesting was to extinguish
Maori customary rights in freshwater, it is necessary to carefully examine both the
65
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wording and purpose of the legislation in light of the “clear and plain” test in Ngati
Apa.
In Ngati Apa, the Court considered the effect of section 7 of the Territorial Sea Acts
of 1965 and 1977, which was prima facie an extinguishment of Maori customary
title in that it deemed the foreshore and seabed to be vested in the Crown.
However, the Court was of the view that the enactments “were primarily directed
in 1965 to extending NZ fishing waters and in 1977 to establishing an exclusive
economic zone” rather than at the extinguishment of any customary rights that
may have existed. According to Boast, “the view expressed by Keith and Anderson
JJ amounts to a proposition that a mere ‘vesting’ of property rights in the Crown
is, by itself, insufficient to defeat the presumption against extinguishment. Much
clearer language is necessary, unless it is possible to infer an intention to extinguish
from the circumstances.”69 However, it is arguable that the precedential effect of
this interpretation is limited by the international dimension to the legislation.
Where there is another purpose of that kind to which legislation can be considered
to be directed an “intention to extinguish” is far less easily inferred.
It is therefore necessary to consider the primary purpose or intention of section
21(1) of the Water Act. The long title described it as “an Act to promote a national
policy in respect of natural water…” Chilwell J in Huakina described the effect of
section 21(1) as “to extinguish all rights which riparian owners previously had at
common law to take, divert or discharge natural water and to substitute in place of
common law rights certain statutory rights...”70 The purpose of the Act was thus to
establish a more coherent management regime than the existing system of common
law riparian rights. However, of necessity this required the expropriation of any
existing common law use rights, so that the intention to extinguish these rights can
arguably be inferred from the circumstances. To this end, the legislation does not
display the same concern with preserving existing property and use rights as the
Territorial Sea Acts, nor the Foreshore and Seabed Endowment Revesting Act
1991, neither of which the Court in Ngati Apa considered an effective
extinguishment of customary rights.71
Further, in Ngati Apa legislation vesting the seabed in the Crown was not
considered to be necessarily inconsistent with the continued existence of Maori
property in the resource.72 In contrast, a vesting of ‘sole rights of use’ relating to
freshwater in the Crown is clearly at odds with a Maori conception of ownership
based on use and possession. The Act also confers authority to manage and control
running water on regional bodies. It is this conflicting administrative responsibility
which may be fatal to the continued existence of Maori customary rights, so linked
to the exercise of rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga.73 In Western Australia v Ward
[2002] HCA 28 aboriginal title is described as a “bundle of rights, the separate
69
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components of which may be extinguished separately.” Looking at the possibility
of extinguishment this way, with sole rights of use vested in the Crown, and
management and allocation responsibilities located in regional bodies, it appears
that section 21(1) operated to extinguish a large proportion of ‘the ownership
bundle.’
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THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991
The primary responsibility for controlling, managing, and allocating water uses has
been conferred on regional councils by Parliament pursuant to the RMA. As with
the Water Act, the question of ownership is not addressed (although the effect of
section 21(1) is preserved by section 354 of the Act). There are three ways in which
the RMA may be seen as extinguishing customary rights.
1. Devolution of authority and control of running water to regional councils
How regional councils are delegated authority and how they exercise it
The functions of regional councils relating to freshwater are specified in section
30(1) of the RMA.74 The Act also provides for councils to make regional policy
statements and plans with respect to management of water resources. Water is
allocated between uses under the resource consent process, which is generally a
‘first-in first-served system’ although there may also be provision for priority users.
In granting a water permit “the focus is on avoiding, remedying or mitigating
adverse environmental effects and the potential impact on existing permit
holders”75 but the council’s considerations regarding consent applications are also
made “subject to Part 2” by section 104(1) of the Act.76
Grant of authority over water management to regional councils
Maori challenge the right of the Crown to devolve management responsibilities to
regional government as failing to recognise that ownership rights to their resources
were guaranteed by the Treaty and had been wrongfully subsumed to the Crown in
breach of its provisions.77 The guarantee of tino rangatiratanga in Article II may be
seen as declaratory of the doctrine of aboriginal title, thus the assertion of the right
to manage or control freshwater through the RMA is also inconsistent with Maori
customary rights. While the legislation does make some attempt to codify aspects
of these rights through various provisions in Part 2,78 nevertheless, the vesting of
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ultimate authority concerning the management and control of waterways in
regional bodies is inconsistent with the guardianship role of tangata whenua.
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The Waitangi Tribunal has expressed the view:
“no matter how often it is said that the [RMA] concerns management
and not ownership, in reality the authority or rangatiratanga that was
guaranteed to [Maori] has been taken away. ‘Management’ is the word
used for the powers exercised in relation to the Act, but on our
analysis of the statute, the powers given to regional authorities are
more akin to ownership.”79
It may still be open to conclude that there has only been a partial extinguishment
of the right, since Maori are not necessarily wholly prevented from performing
their role as kaitiaki by the devolution of general management responsibilities to
regional bodies. Obligations of kaitiakitanga do not cease to exist once the resource
in question is no longer in the possession or control of tangata whenua. However,
while some vestige of the right to manage and control according to tribal
preferences may remain, (or be provided for through preservation of elements of
tikanga Maori in the RMA)80 Maori generally no longer have the freedom to
practise traditional resource management methods or take part in management of
the resource at all, absent a statutory foundation.
The role of other bodies in water management
Central government also has a number of responsibilities regarding freshwater
management, which include the Minister for the Environment’s role of
recommending (to the Governor General) water conservation orders.81 As outlined
by Williams, “the Minister may also assume responsibility for determining a waterrelated resource consent if he or she were to ‘call in’ a project pursuant to section
140 of the RMA on the basis that the project is of national significance.”82 Similar
arguments can be made regarding the effect of the exercise of these powers on
Maori customary rights.
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2. Inconsistent grants (water permits)
While resource consents confer a limited right for a limited period of time, granting
a water permit may still impact on the ability of Maori to engage in their
traditional usages and practises concerning freshwater. Consents granted in relation
to hydro-electricity generation, for example, impact on water flows and the
ecological systems of a river. This affects both its mauri and the ability of fish
species such as eels to migrate, limiting traditional Maori uses, spiritual practices
and relationships with the waterway. Consents that permit the diminishing of flow
rates, or diversions or discharges that mix water from different sources all affect the
mauri of the waterway, which carries implications for Maori as kaitiaki of the
resource.
According to the Ministry, “[w]hile there is no explicit guarantee of the renewal of
a water permit, to date the custom has been for this to occur...”83 Thus, “consents
tend to be ‘set in concrete’… and have proven difficult to adjust.”84 Amendments
aimed at strengthening the position of existing permit holders may add further
weight to the suggestion that inconsistent grants, in the form of water permits,
have the effect of extinguishing Maori customary rights in water.85 Furthermore,
regarding the extent to which councils must take into account possible impacts on
the availability of water to existing consent holders when issuing new consents,
Chisholm and Harrison JJ held in Aoraki Water Trust v Meridian Energy Ltd [2005]
2 NZLR 268 that:
“Where a resource was already fully allocated to a permit holder a
consent authority could not lawfully grant another party a permit to
use the same resource... Water permits conveyed rights to the allocated
water. A granted right of exclusivity could not be interfered with...”
This proposition arguably serves to increasingly entrench the rights of consent
holders, thus operating as a further limitation on the exercise of customary
interests. Nevertheless, it seems clear that while a resource consent may limit the
exercise of Maori customary rights in freshwater, it cannot act as an extinguishment
of those interests. Section 122 of the RMA explicitly states that consents are not
real or personal property. “Consequentially a water permit does not ‘confer upon
the holder any rights of ownership in the resource’ which remain with the Crown
(section 354).”86
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Indefinite grants
There were exceptions to the general vesting in the Crown of rights in respect of
natural water. The excepted rights were those under mining privileges granted
under the former Mining Act 1926 and other specified legislation.87 Indefinite
grants may arguably be seen as more of a property allocation, and thus more of an
extinguishment of any Maori customary rights. However, it is now the case that
“…the last of the mining privileges will expire in 18 years”88 and further, they “are
confined to Otago… and their specific case does not represent a universal issue in
respect of property rights.”89
3. The regulatory regime provided by the RMA
The approach of the RMA to regulating the water resource is to place a prohibition
on use without permission (under section 14) and then provide for a licensing or
permit system whereby uses can be allocated. The question of whether a regulatory
regime with a prohibition is effective to rub out an aboriginal right has been
considered by Canadian Courts. In R v Sparrow [1990] 1 SCR 1075 it was suggested
that the progressive restriction and detailed regulation of the fisheries extinguished
any aboriginal right of the Musqueam Band to fish. However, the Court rejected
this view, stating:
“An aboriginal right is not extinguished merely by its being controlled
in great detail by the regulations... Nothing in the Fisheries Act or its
detailed regulations demonstrated a clear and plain intention to
extinguish the Indian aboriginal right to fish. These fishing permits
were simply a manner of controlling the fisheries, not of defining
underlying rights.”90
In R v N.T.C. Smokehouse Ltd [1996] 2 SCR 672 Canada’s Supreme Court
reaffirmed its decision, holding:
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“The intention to extinguish must… be clear and plain, in the sense
that the government must address the aboriginal activities in question
and explicitly extinguish them by making them no longer permissible.
This is diametrically opposed to the position that extinguishment may
be achieved by merely regulating an activity or that legislation
necessarily inconsistent with the continued enjoyment of an aboriginal
right can be deemed to extinguish it.”91
It is therefore unlikely to be accepted by NZ Courts that the licensing system
provided by the RMA itself constitutes an extinguishment of customary rights in
freshwater. The Court of Appeal has said of the RMA in relation to the foreshore
and seabed:
“The management of the coastal marine area under the [RMA] may
substantially restrict the activities able to be undertaken by those with
interests in Maori customary property. That is the case for all owners
of foreshore and seabed lands and indeed for all owners of land above
the high water mark. The statutory system of management of natural
resources is not inconsistent with existing property rights as a matter
of custom. The legislation does not effect any extinguishment of such
property.”92
This decision, which makes a distinction between statutory regulation and
extinguishment, is in keeping with the Canadian jurisprudence, and seems equally
applicable to other natural resources within the scope of the RMA. Although the
use of freshwater and many activities that may be permitted on it (at least in a
commercial context93) are regulated, there may still be room for some underlying
Maori customary title to be recognised.
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CHAPTER THREE: Incorporation – to what extent does
our current law recognise the interests Maori claim?
The scope that remains for recognition of the interests Maori assert in freshwater
under the common law is also dependent on the extent to which these interests and
relationships are already provided for by our legal system. One way in which
customary rights might be seen as recognised is through various provisions of the
RMA. Treaty settlements which vest water resources in Maori ownership may also
provide for the expression of Maori customary interests, there being significant
overlap between the guarantees of the Treaty and aboriginal title.

Vesting of lake and river beds in tribal ownership
The position with regards to lakes is instructive because it demonstrates that in the
absence of statutory constraints, Maori customary interests, independent of
ownership of the surrounding land, could be judicially recognised.94 As stated by
the Waitangi Tribunal, “unless the customary interest had been extinguished, a
separate ‘lake title’ could be given… The Native Land Court [in Tamihana Korokai
v Solicitor General] considered that it could award the beds of lakes to Maori upon
proof of customary usages.”95 According to Edwards J in the Court of Appeal:
“If it can be established that under those customs and usages there
may be a separate property in the bed of a lake, I cannot doubt that
the jurisdiction of the Native Land Court with respect to Native
lands extends as much to the land covered with water as it does to
lands covered with forest.”96
This contrasts with the position regarding rivers, where in the case of nonnavigable rivers, the ad medium filum aquae presumption meant that title to the
riverbed was dependent on riparian ownership.97
Lakes were treated differently to rivers in terms of recognition of Maori customary
ownership. The Crown was less adamant in its claims, and there was no legislation
corresponding to the Coal Mines Amendment Act 1903 vesting ownership of
lakebeds in the Crown. As White writes: “Although the Crown tried repeatedly to
prove that lakes were not subject to a Maori customary title, this was not the view
taken by the Native Land Court. Hence the Crown was forced to admit the
existence of strong Maori rights in lakes, and negotiate settlements to secure public
rights in them.”98 It is arguable that vestings of lake and riverbeds in Maori
94
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ownership are symbolic of their ownership of the resource as a whole, particularly
when regard is had to the jurisdictional limitations of the Courts. According to the
Waitangi Tribunal, (speaking in respect of the Whanganui River):
“In the Courts, the matter was decided in terms of the bed of the
river because of the way in which the case was brought. The
proceedings began in the Native Land Court, which had jurisdiction
only in respect of land, so only an order as to land could have been
sought. The Court of Appeal has since opined that a different
conclusion might have been reached had the claim been made to the
river as a whole.”99
Deeds of settlement were however, at pains to avoid explicit recognition of
customary title. The Native Land Amendment and Native Land Claims
Adjustment Act 1926 section 14(1), for instance, stated:
“The bed of the lake known as Lake Taupo, and the bed of the
Waikato River extending from Lake Taupo to and inclusive of the
Huka Falls, together with the right to use the respective waters, are
hereby declared to be the property of the Crown, freed and
discharged from the Native customary title (if any)100 or any other
native freehold title there to...”
This legislation followed negotiations that provided for Ngati Tuwharetoa to
receive a share of fishing licences as compensation. A negotiated settlement was
also reached in respect of the Te Arawa lakes, which vested in the Crown the beds
and waters of the 14 lakes. As described by White, “native customary title…, if such
a thing existed, was extinguished in exchange for the preservation of certain fishing
rights, and an annuity of £6,000.”101 If indexed to inflation, the annuity was
estimated to have been worth an estimated $400,000 as at 1993. However, the Te
Arawa Lakes Settlement Deed, entered into on 18 December 2004, includes
financial redress of $2.7 million in cash and annuity redress of $7.3 million to
capitalise the annuity Te Arawa receives from the Crown and to address the
remaining annuity issues. The Te Arawa Lakes Settlement Bill also provides for
vesting of the fee simple title to each of 13 lakebeds in Trustees, as well as various
other cultural redress provisions.102
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Lakes Wairarapa, Onoke, Horowhenua, Rotorua, Waikaremoana, Rotoaira,
Omapere and Taupo have also all been vested in Maori ownership, pursuant to
negotiated settlements. The Ngai Tahu settlement, in addition, provides for vesting
of the bed of Lake Mahiniapua and Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere) in Te Runanga o
Ngai Tahu under sections 192 and 168 of the Act.103 However, while ownership, at
least in the European sense of the word, normally includes the right to exclude
others from the resource, these vestings have preserved public rights of access.
Discussing Lake Taupo, White states:
“As with other lakes that remained in Maori ownership… the case of
Taupo stands testament to the fact that the restoration of Maori
ownership of lakes does not necessarily preclude the public enjoying
rights of access, navigation, and fishing. In this regard, title to Lake
Taupo is more usefully conceptualised in terms of a recognition of
Ngati Tuwharetoa’s manawhenua and rangatiratanga, than as
exclusive ownership.”104
Office of Treaty Settlement guidelines state that where statutory vesting of
lakebeds (and riverbeds) is to occur, “existing lawful public access and commercial
usages will be preserved.”105
The position may therefore be summarised as follows. The Court of Appeal in
Tamihana Korokai considered that on proof of customary usage, the Native Land
Court had jurisdiction to grant a separate ‘lake title’ awarding the beds of lakes to
Maori. Thus, in the absence of statutory constraints Maori customary interests that
were independent of ownership of the surrounding land could be judicially
recognised, and were recognised in fact in some cases. This is an important
distinction in the treatment of lakes and rivers. In respect of the latter, the ad
medium filum aquae presumption was applied in many instances to deprive Maori
of customary title.106 Such vestings as have occurred are, arguably, symbolic of
Maori ownership of the water resource as a whole, and also serve to demonstrate
that rights of public access are not a barrier to return or re-vesting. To the extent,
therefore, that Maori ownership of lakebeds has already been recognised under NZ
law through these means, there is no need for such ownership to be recognised
again under the common law of aboriginal title. This is an area in which some
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degree of incorporation of Maori interests in freshwater resources has already
occurred.
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The RMA 1991: ‘a modern expression of Maori traditional
authority’?
Even if a Maori ownership conception in respect of freshwater has been
extinguished, other relationships and interests may still have been statutorily
incorporated by various provisions of the RMA. It is therefore necessary to
consider how far the Act goes towards integrating these interests into the law
before determining the potential for any further recognition of Maori customary
rights.
What is sometimes referred to as the “Maori Part II trilogy” is comprised of
sections 8, 6(e) and 7(a). Section 8 requires the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi
be “taken into account”. To the extent that the Treaty’s guarantee of tino
rangatiratanga over taonga is declaratory of aboriginal title, section 8 has the
potential to be a powerful mechanism by which customary ownership or rights
could be recognised. As outlined in Chapter One, rangatiratanga denotes the power
to control and manage in accordance with Maori preferences and customary
practices. Thus directly “taking into account” this guarantee would afford
substantive opportunities for recognition of Maori customary rights. However,
such opportunities may be limited by the predominant method of statutorily
incorporating the Treaty, by way of reference to its ‘principles’, as it is not the
actual wording or guarantees of the Treaty which decision-makers are required to
take into account. Nevertheless, its principles have been enunciated by both the
Courts and the Waitangi Tribunal as including active protection of taonga, which
in turn has been interpreted as including various rivers.107
By section 6(e) decision-makers are required to “recognise and provide for the
relationship of Maori and their taonga” as a matter of national importance. This
section can be seen as a form of incorporation of Maori spiritual or metaphysical
beliefs regarding waterways, and has assumed particular significance in the context
of resource consent objections and appeals.108 However, as held in Watercare
Services Ltd v Minhinnick [1998] 1 NZLR 294:
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“Such Maori dimension as arises will be important but not decisive
even if the subject matter is seen as involving Maori issues… While
the Maori dimension, whether arising under section 6(e) or
otherwise, calls for close consideration, other matters may in the end
be found to be more cogent… In the end a balanced judgement has to
be made.”109
The “intrinsic values of ecosystems”, another matter to which decision-makers are
to “have particular regard” (section 7(d)), is arguably an expression of the Maori
concept of mauri, or a life-force or essence, which underpins the various
relationships that Maori assert in freshwater. “These Maori values and concepts
have been reflected and/or endorsed in the jurisprudence of the Environment
Court. In Ngati Rangi Trust v Manawatu-Wanganui Regional Council (EnvC
Auckland, AO67/2004, 18 May 2004, Judge Whiting), the Court affirmed that ‘in
the world as conceptualised by Maori, the spiritual and physical realms are not
closed off from each other, as they tend to be in the European context.’”110 The
concept of a river as a being was discussed in Chapter One. According to the
Waitangi Tribunal, “the river is seen as a living entity with its own personality and
life-force…”111 Section 7(d) may be seen as a limited codification of this proposition.
In Friends and Community of Ngawha Inc & Others v Minister of Corrections [2003]
NZRMA 272 it was stated: “in relation to spiritual matters, it is within the scope of
the RMA to recognise beliefs as part of the cultural and spiritual environment,
whether or not it is possible to make any tangible provision for those beliefs.”
The potential may exist for tangible provision to be made for this belief, however.
In Huakina, Chilwell J referred to the Privy Council’s decision in Mullick v Mullick
(1925) LR 51 Ind App 245. In this case “the Court held that a family idol had a
personality of its own. Accordingly, in a dispute within the family concerning the
custody of the idol, it was directed that the idol should be represented by a
disinterested next friend appointed by the Court.”112 The potential may exist for an
approach modeled on the Privy Council’s decision to be taken in respect of rivers
with particular spiritual significance to Maori. Action that would interfere with the
river’s spiritual existence or integrity could be opposed on its behalf by kaitiaki
who had been judicially recognised or appointed. Recognition of such a novel form
of interest would be one way in which the spiritual beliefs that Maori assert in
freshwater could be further recognised.
The analysis of the Ministry for the Environment’s working group was that the
term “intrinsic values”, as used in section 7(d), was an adequate expression of the
Maori philosophy which sees elements of the environment as having their own lifeforce.113 The paper took the view that the term incorporated a spiritual component,
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which extended the concept of a resource further than that encompassed in western
understanding.114 However, according to Durie, “the omission of reference to mauri
[in the RMA]… caused some concern… Moreover, its replacement with the phrase
‘intrinsic values of ecosystems’ fails to convey the same sense of interconnectedness
or an appreciation of the environment as a network of living entities.”115 Harris
writes:
“In theory, the RMA promotes the integrated management of
natural and physical resources, but in practice the separation of
responsibility between different parts of local and central
government for fisheries, water and land management is often a
source of frustration for Maori and derogates from holistic or
integrated management.”116
Thus, it appears that the concept of mauri is not wholly incorporated into our
resource management legislation.
The concept of kaitiakitanga has been at least partially codified by the Act. Section
7(a) requires that decision-makers “have particular regard to” “the exercise of
guardianship by tangata whenua in accordance with tikanga Maori…”117 when
exercising their functions and powers. Thus in Haddon v Auckland Regional
Council [1994] NZRMA 77 kaitiaki were given an active role in monitoring the
impact of a resource consent. In considering section 6(e), which was also of
relevance, the Court held that “where appropriate, iwi should be given some
empowering mechanism.”118 Reporting requirements were put in place in Carter
Holt Harvey v Te Runanga o Tuwharetoa Ki Kawerau [2003] 2 NZLR 349, where the
High Court acknowledged that long term discharge consents can alienate Maori
from a river and impede or prevent their ability to perform their functions as
kaitaiki.119 “The Court held that the Environment Court did not err in law by
proposing a consent condition involving consultation with Maori during the period
of the consent, and that a condition of parallel reporting to tangata whenua was
lawful.”120 However, given that kaitiakitanga is inextricably linked to
rangatiratanga - kaitiaki exercising a guardianship role because of their status as
mana whenua with authority over the natural and physical resources within their
rohe - provision for the exercise of kaitiakitanga in isolation from authority and
control (or ownership) of the resource is arguably artificial, and limits both the
scope and effectiveness of the role Maori can play as guardians of natural resources,
including waterways.
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By sections 61(2A), 66(2A) and 74(2A), the RMA requires councils to “have regard
to” relevant planning documents recognised by iwi authorities in the preparation of
plans and policy statements.121 These provisions have been heralded as having “great
potential as a mechanism for proactive Maori input and affirmation of the rights of
the tangata whenua to act on and influence the management of natural resources
important to their communities.”122 However, “the weakness of the duty on local
government cannot ensure the integration of iwi planning objectives.”123 Thus,
what at first glance appears to be a powerful statutory recognition of
rangatiratanga, whereby Maori are afforded the power to manage and control
natural resources in accordance with tribal preferences is in fact uncertain,
dependent on the willingness of councils to consider such documents in a
meaningful way. According to Durie, “while they provide a basis for consultation
and discussion, iwi sometimes feel that their plans have to be more or less
consistent with the wider district [or regional] plan to be recognised at all.”124
Strengthening the requirement to “have regard to” these plans may therefore be
one practicable way to provide for greater recognition of Maori customary rights in
freshwater.
Obligations of councils in this area may also be strengthened by the existence of a
Treaty Settlement. Office of Treaty Settlements guidelines concerning options for
cultural redress state:
“…for rivers, the role of regional councils under the RMA 1991 will
be preserved, but additional means may be developed to allow the
claimant group to play a greater role in managing the riverbed – for
instance, the establishment of a special advisory body.”125
The Ngai Tahu settlement makes provision for Lake Ellesmere126 to be managed
under a Joint Management Plan, developed between Ngai Tahu and the DirectorGeneral of Conservation. Sections 36B-E of the RMA also provides for public
authorities and iwi to enter into joint management agreements in relation to areas
that are not part of the conservation estate.
Section 33 of the Act provides for transfer of a council’s functions to public
authorities, which includes tribal authorities. Thus, “in theory, tribal organisations
should be able to seek an active role in management through transfer of relevant
121
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local authority functions.”127 However, because the criteria for such a transfer
include efficiency, adequate representation of a community of interest and the
possession of technical or special capability and expertise, the possibility is likely to
be heavily dependent on the level of resources available to a tribal organisation.128
Since the RMA was enacted there has been no transfer of functions to an iwi
authority.
There are also consultative mechanisms put in place by the RMA. Schedule 1,
clause 3(1) creates a statutory obligation to consult with tangata whenua in a range
of situations. However, while consultation is an important aspect of the
partnership envisaged by the Treaty, it is often seen as an empty obligation. At the
various consultation hui regarding the Sustainable Water Programme of Action, for
instance, Maori participants voiced concerns that “although they may ‘get to have a
say’, they do not have any part in decision-making and management.”129
The capacity of iwi to object to others’ proposals concerning water and to assert
their role as kaitiaki is also of importance in considering the current statutory
regime, and the extent to which it transposes customary interests on to a statutory
footing. The opportunity to make submissions on an application for resource
consent only arises, however, if the application is notified, or served individually
on a third party (see sections 96 – 98 of the RMA).130 There is provision for limited
notification of applications under section 94(1), whereby the consent authority
must serve notice on all persons who may be adversely affected.131 In “forming
opinion as to who may be adversely affected,”132 the authority must have regard to
relevant statutory acknowledgements.133 Provision is also made for this in section
127
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208 of the Ngai Tahu Act 1998.134 Further, under clause 10 of the Resource
Management (Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003, where a consent
authority is required to serve notice of an application under section 93(2) or 94C, it
must serve that notice on any iwi authorities that it considers should have notice of
the application.135 Thus there is a strong indication in favour of serving local iwi
with notice of consent applications concerning areas of special significance to them.
Under section 120 of the RMA, any person who made a submission on an
application is given the right to appeal to the Environment Court against a decision
of the authority to grant the consent.136 Thus the right to appeal is dependent on
the application either having been notified, or having been individually served on
an affected party. However, section 274(1)(c) also provides that “any person who
has an interest in the proceeding that is greater than the public generally” may be a
party to the proceedings. Under subsection (6), in determining whether a person
has such an interest, the Court must have regard to any relevant statutory
acknowledgment (see also section 209 of the Ngai Tahu Act).137
The opportunities conferred on iwi to object to proposals can be seen as one sense
in which their rangatiratanga over the resource in question is recognised. However,
while iwi will, in most cases, be afforded the opportunity to object to proposals
concerning water by virtue of having been served notice of the application, their
objections do not constitute a veto. As discussed above, “[s]uch Maori dimension as
arises will be important but not decisive…”138 Provisions ensuring that Maori are
notified of applications, and are thereby able to make submissions and appeal
decisions are, nevertheless, one means by which Maori are able to assert their role
as kaitiaki.
These statutory provisions directed to Maori issues and participation in resource
management as a whole are therefore significant, but some aspects of the
relationships and interests that Maori assert in respect of freshwater are not fully
recognised by the Act. Requiring that certain interests be taken into account in
decision-making (the main way in which Maori concerns are integrated) is
obviously intended to affect the outcome in some cases. Thus, as stated in
Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability – Cases and Action:
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“The range of positive obligations in the Act dealing specifically with
Maori and Treaty interests give considerable scope for Maori to take
an active role… [and] to ensure a distinctive Maori dimension is
incorporated into resource management decision-making and
practice.”139
However, the weighing and balancing approach inherent in the RMA is not well
suited to giving priority to any one set of concerns. While such a system of
structured compromise may well be considered appropriate, this is less obviously
the case where there are unresolved issues regarding underlying ownership of the
resources in question. The RMA has, arguably, failed to give Maori any real
decision-making power.140 Nevertheless, the provisions of the Act still provide for
some degree of incorporation of Maori interests in freshwater into the existing
fabric of our law.
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Treaty Settlements
There are many different ways Treaty settlements may interact with customary
rights under the common law. Settlements may recognise these rights to a certain
extent, or may transpose them on to a statutory foundation. It is also possible that
settlement legislation may extinguish the right to bring a further claim based on
customary rights. These matters will be considered in turn.
Recognition of Maori interests in freshwater through settlement legislation
Settlements reached with Maori in respect of breaches of the Treaty are a
significant means by which recognition of customary rights relating to freshwater,
including ownership, may proceed within the legal system. On the basis that the
guarantee of tino rangatiratanga, or “full and exclusive ownership” in Article II
affirms customary rights, a settlement may be seen as a codification or recognition
of these rights at a higher status than the common law. This is significant as
statutory recognition reflects recognition of the rights claimed by the legal system
as a whole, and because customary rights are particularly vulnerable to
extinguishment by statute.141 However, it is unlikely iwi will be granted double
compensation in respect of claims made regarding a water resource. Because the
guarantees of the Treaty largely overlap with the doctrine of aboriginal title, a
claim based on Treaty breaches and associated recommendations for redress may go
a long way towards addressing Maori claims to customary title or rights in
freshwater. To this end, claimants may be restricted to such ‘residual remedies’ as
remain outside the scope of the settlement package.
The question of what forms of redress are available under a Treaty settlement is
therefore relevant. Settlements to date have generally included the vesting of
natural resources (which may include river and lakebeds) in Maori ownership, but
not, however, ownership of an entire river or lake. An Office of Treaty Settlements
publication outlines the options available for redress in relation to waterways in the
following terms:
“…the Crown acknowledges that Maori have traditionally viewed a
river or lake as a single entity, and have not separated it into bed,
banks and water… However, while under New Zealand law the
banks and bed of a river can be legally owned, the water cannot…
For this reason, it is not possible for the Crown to offer claimant
groups legal ownership of an entire river or lake – including the
water – in a settlement.”142
However, to state that “it is not possible” for the Crown to offer such redress is to
take account only of what might be seen as the political obstacles to such a
proposal. There are no insurmountable legal barriers to vesting ownership of rivers
141
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or lakes in Maori, recognition of new types of property interest being a historical
feature of our legal system.143

143

Furthermore, such vesting as has occurred has demonstrated that issues relating to public access
and other interests can satisfactorily be dealt with by legislation.
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The effect of Treaty settlements on customary claims to freshwater
Given that Treaty settlements to date have not wholly incorporated the range of
interests Maori assert to freshwater, it is also necessary to consider the effect of such
settlements on residual customary claims Maori might make to freshwater
resources. There are a range of relevant clauses currently found in settlement
legislation that bear on the possibility of further claims under the common law.
When settlement legislation is prepared, the Crown generally insists on a full and
final settlement clause. According to Dawson, “In legal terms… this is an important
part of what settlement means: preclusion of any further inquiry or litigation
concerning these grievances which are now satisfied, releasing the Crown from any
further obligation to make redress.”144 The Ngai Tahu Act, for example, states in
section 461(1):
“The Settlement of the Ngai Tahu claims to be effected pursuant to
the deed of settlement and this Act is final, and the Crown is released
and discharged in respect of those claims…”
Settlement legislation will also include an ouster clause, precluding further
jurisdiction over such claims in the Courts or Waitangi Tribunal.145 The aim of this
kind of privative clause is “to oust any continuing jurisdiction of the courts or the
Tribunal over the matters raised in the now-settled claim. The clear intention is
that there will be no further legal proceedings in the same terrain.”146 Such
provisions do not necessarily prohibit iwi from making other kinds of claims, such
as claims under the common law or regarding future breaches of the Treaty,
however. Nevertheless, the effect of settlement legislation, which has made
provision for water issues, on a subsequent customary claim by affected iwi, is
unclear. It is also necessary to consider the implications that might be drawn from
the substance of the settlement reached itself.
It is arguable that some Treaty settlement legislation is intended to be exhaustive in
respect of water issues, regardless of the legal basis for the claim, and therefore
precludes any further remedy relating to the resource in question being granted.
This view requires one to accept that Parliament’s consideration of the issue at the
time of passing the settlement legislation was comprehensive, intending a full
expression of the customary rights to be that found in the provisions of the
legislation. However, such an intention would have to be abundantly clear to meet
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the test for extinguishment in Ngati Apa.147 Similarly, in the event that settlement
legislation makes no provision for ousting the jurisdiction of the Courts or
Tribunal with regards to future claims,148 it may be argued that customary rights or
other claims based on the common law, such as the Crown’s fiduciary obligations,
are nevertheless extinguished by implication. That is to say, the statute concerned
deals with the relevant issues and there is therefore no more room for claims based
on aboriginal title to be brought in respect of the same water resource. However, in
light of Ngati Apa, such an argument does not appear to be sound.
On the other hand, the effect of an exclusionary clause may in fact be to reinforce
the importance of customary rights in respect of freshwater, given that Parliament
clearly directed itself to the matter of future claims but made no provision for
excluding the possibility of customary claims under the common law. The view
might be taken that the exclusion of claims based on the Treaty (other than in
respect of future breaches) therefore gives more weight to the continued availability
of a claim based on aboriginal title. It is however, possible that future Treaty
settlements will expressly purport to be “full and final” settlements of all water
claims in respect of the area or resource concerned, whether based on the Treaty or
customary rights. Such an extinguishment of all ancillary rights is indeed probably
more likely given their greater prominence in the legal system today.
The effect of settlement legislation on cross-claiming tribes
The question also arises as to whether an exclusionary clause in settlement
legislation would operate to extinguish the possibility of other tribes (than those
party to the settlement) bringing claims based on customary rights to water
resources covered by the legislation. If such a clause was held to have no effect in
terms of limiting customary claims, then it is arguably the case that another tribe
would be able to pursue a claim in spite of the existence of a settlement in respect
of the water resource concerned.149 The “effect of one tribe’s settlement legislation
on the subsequent position of a cross-claiming group”150 was considered by the
Court of Appeal in Ngati Apa Ki Te Waipounamu Trust v The Queen [2000] 2
NZLR 659. While it was not open to the Court or the Waitangi Tribunal to
challenge the deed of settlement and the Settlement Act (in terms of section 461(3)
of the Settlement Act and section 6(9) of the Treaty of Waitangi Act), Gault J
considered that “the tribunal, and other Courts and tribunals as well, may properly
consider and determine, for instance, whether a claim made by another tribe can
stand consistently with the Settlement Act.”151
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See Ngati Apa v Attorney General [2003] 3 NZLR 643, at 685 (per Keith J): “The onus of proving
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In accordance with the general approach taken to construing privative clauses,152
Elias CJ held:
“the provisions of the enactment are perfectly workable without any
assumption that claims by non-Ngai Tahu are precluded. In my view,
moreover, any such implication of purpose would have to be
irresistible. This case trenches upon basic rights. If the respondents are
right, Parliament has legislated to deny Ngati Apa the right of access
to the Courts and to the Waitangi Tribunal...”153
Her Honour’s decision was based on the structure and language of the Settlement
Act, and its specific and carefully limited recognition of Ngai Tahu’s interests. She
was of the view that the rights affected154 “cannot be overridden by general or
ambiguous words in a statute.”155 Some of the remedies granted by Treaty
settlements are exclusive in nature, and would therefore be unavailable to later
claimants.156 However, the judgment also identified the possibility of some ‘residual
remedies’ being available to Ngati Apa in the event that their claim was held to be
well-founded.157
The range of relationships which may exist between Treaty settlements and the
continued existence of customary rights under the common law is therefore
complex, and will turn in any particular case on the wording of the settlement
legislation and what provision it makes for it being a “full and final” settlement.
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It is well settled that privative clauses are generally to be construed narrowly. According to
Dawson, “… privative or ouster clauses in legislation usually receive a narrow reading to support the
continued access of litigants to the courts or other forms of redress, unless the contrary intention of
Parliament is clear.” Further, “there seems no good reason why different principles should apply to
the interpretation of final settlement clauses – at least if the aim is the resolution of the claims of all
tribes” (J. Dawson, “Remedial Powers of the Waitangi Tribunal”, (2001) Public L R 171 at p181.)
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See also R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Simms [1999] 3 WLR 328 (HL), at
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with the 1998 Act.” (See Ngati Apa Ki Te Waipounamu Trust v The Queen [2000] 2 NZLR 659, at
684).
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NGAI TAHU CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT 1998
The Ngai Tahu Act provides an example of existing recognition of the rights of
Maori with regards to freshwater through a number of statutory instruments. The
Act integrates Ngai Tahu concerns and representative into joint-decision making
regimes158 in a manner which enables recognition and protection of their interests
and relationships regarding freshwater, and the exercise of a degree of authority and
control over such resources.
Vesting of lakebeds and wetlands
Ngai Tahu was offered ownership and/or control of various resources and areas of
land of tribal significance as part of the settlement, including title to three lakebeds:
Te Waihora (Lake Ellesmere), Muriwai (Coopers Lagoon) and Lake Mahinapua.159
These vestings have restored to the tribe a degree of ownership and control over
the water resources, facilitating the exercise of both rangatiratanga and
kaitiakitanga. Notably, however, the provisions of the Act explicitly state that title
is only to the bed of lakes/wetlands.160
Statutory acknowledgements
The Act includes statutory acknowledgements, which are intended to “recognise
the special relationship of Ngai Tahu with a range of areas in the South Island.”161
As described by the Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation Regional Plan, “the
purpose of statutory acknowledgements are to ensure that the particular
relationship Ngai Tahu has with these areas is identified and Ngai Tahu are
informed when a proposal may affect one of the areas.”162 Consent authorities must
‘have regard to’ these acknowledgements in their decision-making by section
94B(2), “establish[ing] that Ngai Tahu concerns will be mandatory relevant
considerations in the administrative process.”163 Thus, these acknowledgments go a
considerable way towards giving legal recognition to the spiritual beliefs and
relationships that Maori assert in freshwater.
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J. Dawson, “A Constitutional Property Settlement Between Ngai Tahu and the New Zealand
Crown,” p210 in J. McLean (ed), (1999), Property and the Constitution, Hart Publishing, Portland
Oregon.
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where food resources are gathered). (See: Cultural Impact Assessment Report: An assessment of impacts
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WAIKATO RIVER SETTLEMENT
In 1989 the Tainui Maori Trust Board lodged a claim with the Waitangi Tribunal
regarding the Waikato River seeking the “restoration, management and protection
of the River for the benefit of current and future generations.”164 Waikato-Tainui
are currently negotiating a Treaty settlement with the Crown.165 While details of
the settlement are awaited, it is anticipated that it will incorporate a comanagement regime over the river, which would enhance the ability of iwi to
exercise both rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga over the resource.
EXHAUSTIVENESS OF THESE MEASURES
In summary, the various forms of incorporation of Maori interests are extensive,
but do not cover the full range of interests and relationships that Maori assert in
freshwater. The provisions of the RMA focus primarily on creating procedural
opportunities for Maori to participate in resource management, affording only
limited recognition of the concepts of rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga. Further, the
metaphysical relationships of Maori are only one concern that must be weighed
against many.
Treaty settlements which vest ownership of freshwater resources in iwi perform a
significant incorporative role in terms of recognising Maori customary interests.
Establishment of co-management regimes in conjunction with such vestings further
enhances the ability of Maori to manage the resource in accordance with tribal
preferences, and to exercise their role as kaitiaki. However, the reluctance of the
Crown to vest ownership of water resources in their entirety is inconsistent with
the interests Maori assert, and thus a significant limit on their incorporation. It is
therefore arguably not sound to assert that such incorporation of Maori interests
and relationships as has occurred to date evidences a general intention that these
measures should be exhaustive, precluding any further recognition of Maori
interests in this area under the common law.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Where does space remain for
recognition of the various interests Maori assert regarding
freshwater?
In light of the extinguishment of some Maori interests in water resources, on the
one hand, and the incorporation of other interests into the existing legal
framework, on the other, it is necessary to examine what space remains for any
further recognition. This discussion will be organised by reference to the various
legal forums in which proceedings to vindicate such additional rights might be
heard.

Possible avenues for further recognition
High Court declaration
It is possible Maori may bring an application to the High Court to declare that
common law aboriginal title in freshwater exists. This might be done by a tribe
concurrently seeking redress in the Waitangi Tribunal for breaches of the Treaty, as
was the case in Te Ika Whenua. While in this case the Court rejected the application
for interim relief166 it appeared to leave open the possibility of a claim based on a
customary interest in the flow of the rivers, or breach of fiduciary duty by the
Crown in authorising others to interfere with that flow.
The concept of a fiduciary duty owed by the Crown adds scope to the customary
claim. Although it may be that customary rights of ownership in respect of
running water have been extinguished by legislation, such as section 21 of the
Water Act, on this view, it may still be open to Maori to bring a claim based on
breach of a fiduciary obligation on the part of the Crown in failing to preserve
aboriginal rights. In Te Ika Whenua Cooke P held:
“It may be that the requirement of free consent has at times to yield
to the necessity of the compulsory acquisition of land or other
property for specific public purposes which is recognised in many
societies; but there is an assumption that, on any extinguishment of
the aboriginal title, proper compensation will be paid.”167
However, it is also necessary to consider the legal basis of the Crown’s actions in
respect of interference with such rights, as statutes can authorise actions that may
otherwise constitute a breach of fiduciary duty. The building of dams for hydroelectricity generation, which was the interference complained of in Te Ika Whenua,
was indeed authorised by ministerial consent. The relevant legislative history is
discussed in Chapter One. The Electricity Act 1968, section 25, prohibited the use
166
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of water for the generation of electricity except as expressly authorised by or under
any other Act or with the consent of the minister. The ministerial consents, under
which the two dams in question were authorised for the generation of electricity
and the associated water rights, were granted under this Act. Compensation is only
provided for under the Public Works Act 1981 for takings of land or for injurious
effects on other land, and does not apply to an interference with any customary
water rights or interests.168
It is arguable that the failure to provide for compensation under the Public Works
Act may impliedly oust any right to compensation for breach of fiduciary
obligations. On the other hand, it may be argued that there can there be no breach
of fiduciary duty where the actions complained of are authorised by the granting of
a statutory consent. While it is arguable that the Crown breached its obligation to
preserve customary rights by enacting the empowering legislation in the first place,
statutes cannot be challenged in the NZ Courts.
This particular example of a possible breach of fiduciary duty illustrates that where
a statute expressly states that consent or authority is required to do something
lawfully, it would be hard for Maori to argue successfully that they retain a
common law right to deal with a resource in that manner, and further, that any
‘breach’ of fiduciary duty takes place, for which compensation is available, when
the statutory process has been followed. These principles may therefore preclude
recognition of additional Maori customary interests in fields covered by statutory
consent processes of this kind.
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Waitangi Tribunal claims
The Waitangi Tribunal is another avenue through which Maori customary rights
and interests in running water may eventually be recognised on a wider footing. A
claim based on Treaty breaches and associated recommendations for redress may go
a long way towards addressing Maori claims to customary rights in freshwater.169
Claims already brought in respect of rivers demonstrate the opportunities for
recognising customary interests in freshwater, and for redressing what may be seen
as simultaneously a breach of the Treaty of Waitangi, and a failure to protect
customary rights. The Mohaka River claim, for example, concerned the
rangatiratanga of Ngati Pahauwera over the river. A water conservation order had
been recommended by the Planning Tribunal, but was opposed by iwi on the basis
that the making of the order without their consent would usurp their
rangatiratanga and be a breach of the principles of the Treaty.170 The Tribunal
identified as a principle of the Treaty “[t]he affirmative obligation of the Crown to
protect taonga to the fullest extent reasonably practicable.”171 However, it was of
the view that:
“Far from actively protecting the interest of Ngati Pahauwera in
their property… the Crown has actively undermined that interest
through promoting legislation and adopting practices which have
given no or quite inadequate recognition to the[ir] position... ”
The Tribunal recommended the Crown enter into negotiations with a view to
reaching agreement on vesting the bed of the river in the tribe and establishing a comanagement regime. It also recommended that a water conservation order should
not be made unless and until such a regime had been agreed.172 Such
recommendations give explicit recognition of tribal rangatiratanga over the
resource, and allow for iwi to assert their role as kaitiaki. Furthermore, as discussed
in Chapter Three, vesting of riverbeds may be seen as symbolic of ownership of the
river as a whole.
The recommendations of the Tribunal concerning the Whanganui River are also
demonstrative of the opportunities Treaty settlements present for recognition of
customary interests in freshwater. The Tribunal recommended affirmation of
Atihaunui’s right of ownership of the river “as an entity and as a resource, without
reference to the English legal conception of river ownership in terms of
riverbeds”173 and compensation for the taking of water in respect of the Tongariro
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power scheme.174 Two options for joint management of the river were also
proposed. The first was to vest the river in its entirety in an ancestor representative
of the tribe, with the trust board as trustee. Any resource consent application in
respect of the river would require the approval of the trust board as owner.
Alternatively, the board could be made a consent authority regarding the river, to
act severally and jointly with the current consent authority for any particular case.
Both would have to consent to an application for consent to be granted.175
There was however, a dissenting view on remedies. Tribunal member John
Kneebone felt unable to support the recommendations of the majority that
Atihaunui should own natural water. He stated:
“To suggest that a river as an entity should be alienated and legally
transferred to a particular and special descent group is not in my view
a viable option. Such an action could not escape the interpretation that
naturally occurring, free-flowing water, and access to it, will become
subject to private control, which must then lead to the potential for
private exploitation of an essential natural resource...”176
Accordingly, Mr Kneebone recommended a joint body, consisting of three Crown
and three Atihaunui appointees, be created and vested with legal ownership of the
riverbed.
The Waitangi Tribunal is important in terms of an avenue for eventual recognition
of customary rights as it is open for claimants to challenge directly statutes which
have the effect of conferring authority for management of the water resource
elsewhere, or of authorising the granting of consents in respect of a resource
considered to be taonga of a particular iwi, for example. In contrast, customary
rights are vulnerable to statutory extinguishment, and a claim based on aboriginal
rights or title will not succeed if the rights are held to have been extinguished by
legislation.177 Recommendations made by the Tribunal may also act as a stimulus
for law reform, which may in turn reduce the extent to which Maori customary
interests are extinguished by law.178
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Direct negotiations with the Crown
Another means by which customary rights could be further recognised would be
through direct negotiations with the Crown (in the sense that such negotiations are
not preceded by a claim to the Waitangi Tribunal.)179 A possible catalyst for such
negotiations might be proposals for a market-based water allocation framework,
which has been proposed as part of the Sustainable Water Programme of Action.180
In this respect, however, there is also a large overlap with the Treaty settlement
process. It is likely that the redress provided by any relevant settlement dealing
with freshwater would be considered relevant, thus limiting what an independent
negotiated settlement regarding customary rights could achieve.
Redress, in the context of Treaty settlements, will generally be by way of a formal
apology and various financial and cultural redress. Financial redress may entail a
capital sum, and/or the vesting of commercial properties and assets. The vesting of
areas of particular significance to Maori is generally an element of cultural redress,
along with statutory instruments such as acknowledgments and deeds of protocol.
While future settlements regarding freshwater are likely to follow this general
formula, there may be increased emphasis on the establishment of co-management
regimes, given that the Crown appears to be unwilling to offer vesting of rivers (or
lakes) in their entirety. Such a framework is expected to be the outcome of the
negotiations currently in progress regarding the Waikato River.
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Reform of the RMA
Legislative reforms to the RMA could be an effective way of affording greater
recognition to Maori customary rights in freshwater. Section 88(2) of the Fisheries
Act 1983, which stated “nothing in this Act shall affect any Maori fishing rights”
provided the basis for judicial recognition of Maori customary fishing rights in a
commercial context, and the subsequent pan-tribal fisheries settlement. If a similar
provision concerning freshwater were to be inserted into the RMA, however, it
would be very difficult to integrate this re-recognition of customary rights with the
existing use rights that have been granted under the Act. Further, as discussed in
Chapter Two, it is arguable that any ownership conception of customary rights in
freshwater has in fact been extinguished by section 21 of the Water Act. Therefore,
it may also be necessary to repeal the savings provision in section 354 of the RMA
for such reform to have effect.
Another possibility would be amendment of section 8 of the Act. As stated in
Indigenous Peoples and Sustainability – Cases and Action, the Treaty principles are “a
powerful vehicle for the introduction of Maori cultural concepts of authority… and
value… into statutory resource management.”181 However, according to Durie,
“[t]hough a significant restraint on the way in which the Act is administered,
section 8 is less powerful than section 9 of the State Owned Enterprises Act
1986.”182 To this end, the Waitangi Tribunal has suggested that section 8 should be
amended to require that the Act is interpreted so as to “give effect to” the principles
of the Treaty.183 This would have the flow on effect of more weight being placed on
Treaty principles in the Environment Court, and thus of greater recognition and
protection being afforded to the interests Maori assert in freshwater.
Strengthening of other provisions, such as the duty to “have regard to” iwi
management plans would be a further way to enhance the ability of Maori to
exercise rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga over natural resources.184 As discussed
above, section 33 of the RMA, which provides for transfer of functions, has not
181
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been used in respect of an iwi authority to date. Transfer of relevant functions
would enable Maori to exercise management responsibility over freshwater
resources, thus providing recognition of their customary interests. Statutory
amendments making such transfers more attractive to regional councils may be
therefore be appropriate. Some efforts have been made in this respect - in 2005 the
Act was amended to the effect that liability no longer remains with the transferring
authority where there is a transfer. Increased resourcing of iwi authorities may be
necessary to enable them to meet the statutory prerequisites, however.
It is possible that such reforms may be applied in a piecemeal way, being acted on
with respect to specific water resources over which a customary interest is claimed,
or incorporated into a Treaty settlement statute.185
Catchment plans
Recent amendments to the RMA require the preparation of catchment plans by
regional councils, or in some cases by water allocation boards In this respect, a
more holistic approach is adopted, which accords with Maori attitudes and
perspectives regarding freshwater management. However, the provisions of the
RMA govern the preparation of these plans, thus similar outcomes as have been
reached in regional plans are likely, whether prepared by councils or another body.
The Waitaki Catchment plan186 was the first of these new plans to be promulgated.
However, Ngai Tahu were disappointed in their expectations of a significant
allocation being made to them.187
Thus, there are a number of possible avenues by which greater Maori interests in
freshwater may be recognised. The relative likelihood of further vindication of
these rights through judicial forums, however, is limited. As discussed below, it
appears that the most optimistic prospects lie in legislative reforms, or adoption of
Waitangi Tribunal recommendations in respect of water resources by the Crown.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it appears the most valuable opportunities for vindicating the
customary rights and interests Maori assert in freshwater, that remain outside our
legal system, lie largely in the political arena. There are obstacles to a claim based
on customary rights, or breach of the Crown’s fiduciary duty to preserve these
rights, in the Courts. Maori customary interests in freshwater have been partly
extinguished by legislation which meets the “clear and plain” test in Ngati Apa. Any
claim Maori may have to ownership of freshwater under the common law is,
arguably, extinguished by section 21(1) of the Water Act, which vested sole rights
of use in the Crown inconsistently with a Maori conception of ownership based on
possession and use.188 While there exists the possibility of a fiduciary claim against
the Crown for failing to preserve customary title, since legislation itself cannot be
directly challenged in the Courts any such claim would have to be based on other
interferences (with water flows, for instance). However, such an argument may be
precluded where the interference is authorised by a statutory regime that does not
provide for compensation. The existence of a Treaty settlement may also, in some
instances, preclude further customary claims from being brought in either the
Courts or the Waitangi Tribunal.189
This does not mean that the full range of interests and relationships Maori assert in
freshwater has likewise been rubbed out, however. In some instances these interests
have instead been given a statutory basis. While the devolution of control and
management responsibilities to regional councils is at odds with tribal
rangatiratanga over such resources, provision for iwi planning for resource
management and transfer of management functions to Maori is made in the RMA.
Likewise, the concept of kaitiakitanga, while arguably having been partly
extinguished by placing authority for management of running water outside Maori
hands, has also been codified by the Act to some extent.
Further provision for these interests could be made through the legislative reforms
discussed. Greater inclusion of and weight placed on iwi plans would provide for
enhanced exercise of rangatiratanga over freshwater resources. Similarly, reforms
aimed at increasing the frequency of transfer of functions to iwi would give
practical recognition to the ‘authority’ interests Maori claim. Amendments to the
statutory admonitions in sections 6(e) and 8 of the RMA would also result in
greater value being placed on Maori spiritual relationships with their taonga in
resource consent decisions. Thus, law reform, in terms of the options outlined in
the previous chapter, represents the most optimistic prospect for greater
recognition of Maori interests and relationships in freshwater. The possibility of
recognising novel forms of interests through amendments to the RMA should also
not be overlooked. Explicit recognition of the mauri of rivers, and the appointment
of kaitiaki as spokespersons for the river as a whole, are means by which an aspect
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of the metaphysical relationship of Maori with freshwater resources may be
recognised.
Vesting of water resources in Maori ownership (pursuant to future Treaty
settlements or direct negotiations with the Crown), in conjunction with the
establishment of co-management regimes, is another manner in which Maori
customary interests may be further recognised. Vesting of lake or riverbeds in tribal
hands may serve a symbolic function, representing ownership of the water resource
as a whole. Tribunal recommendations may in fact propose legislative recognition
of ownership in these terms190 but are ultimately dependent on the Crown’s
willingness to implement such proposals.191
The full range of interests that Maori assert to freshwater, which span property,
authority and metaphysical conceptions are, under the common law of customary
title, to be recognised on their own terms. While our legal system makes some
provision for these interests, many of the relationships of Maori with running
water are not freely recognised. Further, some aspects of the claims Maori would
make have been extinguished by statute. The potential for future claims thus lies
largely in the political arena of law reform and Crown-Maori settlements.

190

See, for example, Waitangi Tribunal, (1999), Whanganui River Report (Wai 167), GP Publications,
Wellington, p343.
191
The Crown’s current position is that “it is not possible” to offer ownership of a water resource in
its entirety. (See Office of Treaty Settlements, (2002), Ka Tika a Muri, Ka Tika a Mua, Healing the
Past, Building a Future, Wellington, p111).
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